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The purpose of this paper is to explore the representation theoretic onsequences 
of the two-sided ideal structure of a Noetherian ring, with special emphasis on an 
additional combinatorial structure on the prime spectrum of the ring, the graph of 
links. We obtain existence theorems for extensions, and, for rings satisfying the 
“strong second layer condition,” we obtain extensive information about the 
indecomposable injective modules. Particularly detailed results are obtained when 
the ring is polynormal. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~DUC~ON 
1.1. Suppose that U and V are simple right modules over a Noetherian 
ring R, with annihilators P and Q, respectively. Our starting point in this 
paper is the study of non-split exact sequences of R-modules 
O-+U-+M-+V-,0. (1) 
It turns out to be natural to consider a somewhat more general setup: we 
assume that U and V are uniform modules (that is, each of their non-zero 
submodules is indecomposable), and that every non-zero submodule of U 
[resp. V] has annihilator P [resp. Q]; and we require that the module M 
in (1) also be uniform. 
Sequences of this form may occur with P c Q and MP = &-the existence 
of such extensions i of course dependent on the structure ofthe ring R/P, 
and about them WC have nothing to say. On the other hand, one can have 
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U= Ann,,(P), so MQP = 0, but MP # 0. One of our main aims in this 
paper is to show that there are strong connections between the (two-sided) 
ideal structure ofR and the possible extensions ofthe second type. 
Some of these connections are described by Jategaonkar’s “ 
Lemma,” a version of which we quote as Lemma 2.1; and further connec- 
tions are implicit nthe work of Rosenberg and Zelinsky on Arti~ia~~ rings 
[ 1’71. For example, 2.1 guarantees that if an extension (I) exists with 
MP # 0, then either Q 5 P or there is a prime link from Q to P as defined 
in 1.2. With these results a points of departure, we obtain in Section 2 a 
necessary condition, (2.4), for the existence ofa sequence (1) (with U- 
Ann,JP)). Then in Section 3we offer three theorems, (3.3), (3.5), and (3.8), 
giving sufficient conditions on P, Q, U, and V for the existence ofsuch a 
sequence. 
In Section 4 we are able to apply 3.8 and recent work of Stafford [20] to 
construct anexample of a Krull critical module of Krull ~~~~~sj5~ 1 w!mze 
annihilator isnot a prime ideal. 
1.2. Let P and Q be prime ideals of the Noetherian ring R. 
Q i,r linked to P if there is an ideal A with QP E A c Q n P a 
torsion-free as a left &Q-module and as a right R/P-module. (We recall 
that an element m of a module M over a prime Noetherian ring S is ,“OPJ~OE 
if .VIC = 0 for some regular element cof S, and that M is torr~o~-Spree if it has 
no non-zero torsion elements.) Ifsuch a link exists, we write Q ----* P. Bf -?0 
denotes the intersection of all such ideals A, then the bimodule B(Q, P) = 
Q n P!A() is called r/re strongesr hk bimodtiie from Q to P; it plays an 
important role in passing from the ideal structure tothe representation 
theory. 
The graph ofhks of R is the directed graph whose vertices are the prime 
ideal of R with a directed ge from Q to P if Q-r--p P. The connected com- 
ponent of this graph containing the .point P forms the cllgzde ofP. Fns 
details ofah these concepts, ee [If]. 
1.3. In Sections 5 and 6 (which are essentially independent of Sections 3 
and 4) we wish to globalise these considerations and explore the con.- 
sequences of the structure of the link graph for the injective hull of a 
uniform module (i.e. for an indecomposable injective module). Any such 
injective module is of the form E(U), where U is a uniform finitely 
generated module and there is a prime ideal P such that P = Ann( U’) for 
every non-zero submodule U’ of U, Suppose first that li is a commulative 
Woetherian ring. Then (as was observed in the first paper on the subject 
[14]) we can examine the layers of the indecomposable injective module 
E= E(+pIiP) interms of the powers of PR, in the lNocahsation R,.If we fet 
E, = {.x EE: rP” = 0 l9 then there is a natural isomorphism 
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where the duality is into the quotient field of R/P. Here, PC”) is the n th 
symbolic power of P, that is, the restriction t  R of (PR,)“. In Section 5 we 
consider ings which satisfy the strong second ZaJler condition (defined in 
2.1), and (for the best results) we also assume that the graph of links is 
locally finite. (Rings, satisfying these conditions include group rings of 
polycyclic-by-finite groups, enveloping algebras of finite dimensional 
solvable Lie algebras over algebraically c osed fields, Ore and skew 
polynomial extensions of commutative Noetherian rings, and FBN rings 
[ 11, 8.1.1, A.3.9, A.4.61 and [ 11.) Under these circumstances we obtain the 
analogue of the above duality result, describing the “layers” ofan indecom- 
posable injective module in terms of certain dual modules. This has some 
unexpected consequences which have no parallel inthe commutative case. 
For example, our results imply that the set of associated primes of the layer 
E,, +,( U)/E,,( U) depends only on the prime P and not on the module U. 
However, our results do not imply that these layers have finite uniform 
rank, as in the commutative case. Indeed, this can fail even for Artinian 
rings, although it is true for many of the classes ofrings mentioned above. 
1.4. The best results are for polynormal rings, such as the enveloping 
algebras of solvable Lie algebras. For such a ring R, we show in Section 6
that the uniform rank of the factor E ,1 +i( U)/E,( U) is again dependent only 
on the prime P, and this layer is a direct sum of “twisted forms” of the 
module E,(U) = E,;,(U). Thus, associated with a given prime P of R is a 
“skeleton,” determined solely by the two-sided ideal structure ofR, and an 
arbitrary injective indecomposable R-module E with assassinator P that is 
obtained by attaching a “twisted” copy of Ann,(P) to each bone of the 
skeleton. Our results in the more general setting are not so strong as 
this--we indicate what the difficulties ar ,as well as indicating the state of 
knowledge for group rings of polycyclic-by-finite groups, at the end of 
Section 5. 
NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS AND INDEX 
All rings are right and left Noetherian and contain an identity element. 
Modules are unital and are right modules unless otherwise described. IfX 
is a subset of an R-module M, the annihilator f X Ann(X) = (r E R: 
Xr = O}. If M is a bimodule, we use r-Ann(X) and Z-Ann(X) to distinguish 
the right and left annihilators f X. If M is uniform, the assassinator fM, 
Ass(M), is the (unique) maximal annihilator fa non-zero submodule of 
M; this is always a prime ideal. For an arbitrary module M, Ass(M) = 
U ( Ass(M’): M’ a uniform submodule of M}. For an ideal Iof R, we write 
Ann,(l) = (172 E M: ml= O}. The injective hull of M is denoted by E,(M). 
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Further notation is introduced as it is required: we list the relevant sections 
here for the reader’s convenience: 
2. EXISTENCE OF SHORT EXACT SEQUEWCB-NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
2.1. The results of Sections 2 and 3 may be viewed in part as ar 
attempt o obtain partial converses to the so-called Main Lemma of [I I. 
Sect. 6,1]. Let M be a uniform odule with assassinator P. If MP = 0, then 
the ideal structure ofR can be expected to have little tosay about the 
structure of M. However, if A4PfO then the ideal structure ofR does 
indeed come into play as follows. Passing to a submodule M’ of M, and 
letting CT= Ann,,,,.(P) and F’= Ml/D: we may easily guarantee, by 
arguments imilar to those on [I I, p. 1551, that (i) Ann( V) is a prime ideal 
Q and Anla( Vi) = Q for every non-zero submodu.le k” of V; (ii) k’ is 
uniform; and (iii) if M” is a submodule of M’ then either M” 5 U or 
Ann(M”) = Ann(M’). Under these circumstances we have the following 
in a form best suited to our purposes. (A proof can be read 
off rom [llV 6.l.2 and 6.1.31; see also [Z, X2].) 
~wMA. Let P and Q be prime ideals of a ~~etherian sing R. Let 
O-+U-+irl+ v-r0 (11 
be an exact sequence o$ right R-modules, in which (i) Cr. M, and k’ xe 
emifi~~~l; (ii) U = Ann,,,JP) and P = Ann( U’) J’OV etlery rron-zera sulimoduk 
Cr’ of U; (iii) Q = Ann( V’) for ever]? mm-zero submodule V’ tjf V; and (iv) <f 
M’ is an>’ submodule of hl with M’ ~6 Cl, then Ann(M’) = Ann( Mj~ Pu; 
Ann( AI) = A. Then either (a) Q C-I P/A affords a !iEk jrom Q to ? or !b) 
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A = Q &$ P. In case (a), if U is (R/P)-torsion free, then V is (R/Q)-torsion 
free; while in case (b), V is always a torsion (R/Q)-module. 
Lemma 2.1 is especially useful when it is possible to rule out conclusion 
(b). If this is the case for a given prime ideal P, P is said to satisfy the 
(right) strong second layer condition [ 11, p. 2201. This term is also applied 
to subsets X of Spec( R), or to R itself, i  all the primes in X, or in Spec(R), 
satisfy the condition. 
2.2. The main point of this and the following section is to consider par- 
tial converses to (a) of 2.1, That is, if there is a link Q --u) P,and we are 
given apparently suitable modules U and V, under what circumstances is 
there an exact sequence (1) satisfying theconditions of2.1? It will turn out 
(see 2.5) that we certainly cannot specify U and V independently. To what 
extent we can specify U (or V) and then find a corresponding V (or U) is 
the main question of Section 3. 
If U is torsion-free, th nthere is a converse to (a) of 2.1 under an extra 
hypothesis. Thus, if Q---.-t P and it is not the case that Q $ P, then there is 
an exact sequence (1) satisfying (i)-(iv) of2.1 in which U and V are right 
ideals of R/P and R/Q, respectively [ l, 6.161. (At present, no example 
is known where Q -=-* P and Q $ P.) This converse is also an easy 
consequence of 2.3 below: which, as we shall see, has further applications. 
2.3. The following lemma is essentially dueto Rosenberg and Zelinsky 
[ 171, and will play a key role both here and in the analysis ofthe layers of 
indecomposable injectives in Section 5. 
LEMMA. Let S be a ring, I and J ideals of S with JC Zy and M a right 
S-module. Then there is an exact sequence 
0 + Ann,,(J)/Ann,,(I) + Hom,(I/J, M) -+ Exti(S/I, M). 
If MJ = 0 and M is (S/J)-injective, hen 
M/Ann,(I) z Hom,(I/J, M). 
Proof. Apply the functor Horn&, M) to the sequence 
O+I/J+S/J+S/I+O 
to get the first part. The resulting sequence is composed of S/J-modules, 
and the Ext-group may be taken over S/J, so the isomorphism follows 
under the extra hypothesis. 
2.4. The following hypotheses and notation will remain fixed 
throughout Sections 2 and 3. Let P and Q be prime ideals of the 
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Noetherian ring R and assume that Q is not strictly contai.ced inP. Suppsas:: 
that Q sd -) P with strongest link bimodule B = Q n P/A. 
2.5. The following corollary of2.3 can often be used to impose severe 
restrictions on possible extensions ofthe form (1 j. 
61 iz.hicil M is uniform and U= Ann,bI( P)~ Tilers there is a no.q-zero suii- 
mod&e V’ of V such that (i) V’ is a submodule oJf HomK(B, U) and (ii) the:v 
is 0 non-Iero homomorphism from V’ OR E lo LT. 
Proof Choose a submodule M’ of M such that M’ G U and Ann(M’) 
is maximal among annihilators of such submodules. Set u’= EJn M’ ad 
v’ = iLd’,:U’. By 2.1 applied to the sequence 0 + U’ -+ M’ -+ v’ -Z. Ot 
A c .4nn(M’). Now apply 2.3 with A =J and Pn = i to deduce Lh&.l 
V’c Hom,(B, U’), proving (i). The homomorphism of (ii) is mulii-, 
plication: c 0 5 + ob (u E V’, b E Bj. This maps into G since BP c .A arid j, 
non-zero since M’( P n Q ) # 0. 
2.6. Normally one should expect the modules V’ @ B and Hom(B, 17) 
to be “small” in a suitable s nse. For example, if R is right ideal invariant 
[ 19, Sect. I] and V has finite l ngth, then V’ @J B has finite l ngth, and 2.5 
yields a strong finiteness re ult. Note, however, that there are Noetherian 
rings which are not ideal invariant [20, 3.21; and even when 
Mom(B, Cr) may fail to be Noetherian, combining [IT] an 
5.3.l5] j.
2.7. Often, there is no need to replace V by .V’ in 2.5. The extra COG- 
dition in the following version of 2.5 is known to hold when the clique of P 
satisfies thesecond layer condition [t 1, K?.rk] or if R is an a&e algebra oi‘ 
finite GK-dimension (such as a enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra) [i3. 
2.16, 5.3, 5.41, 
THEOREM. Let R be a Noetherian ring such that (i j f P, Q, and Qf7 are 
primes and Q--..* P, Q’-.-+ P, with Q’ E Q, then Q = Q’, arzd (ii) if P, P’, anti 
Q cre primes and Q --m-q P, Q ---3 P’, with P’ c P, then P = P’. Therz, in the 
statement of Theorenz.2.5, Vimay be replaced by, V. 
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3. EXISI'ENCE OF SHORT EXACT SEQUENCES-SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
3.1. The following well-known observation will be used several times in 
this ection. 
LEMMA. Let S and T be prime Noetherian rings and let C be a 
Noetherian S-T-bimodule, torsion-free on both sides. Let I be an essential 
right ideal of S. Then CjIC is right torsion, and tf I is an ideal then 
r-Ann( C/ICY) # 0. 
Proof: Let c be a regular element contained in I. Then C z CC as right 
modules, and so IC is right essential in C. Hence. C/K is right orsion. IfI 
is an ideal, C/K is a finitely generated left S-module, say C/K= 
C;= 1 S(b, + IC), and r-Ann( C/K’) = n;_ I r-Ann(b, + ZC) # 0. 
3.2. In the First of the existence theorems, 3.3, U is given and we seek a 
suitable I/ for a extension (1). The outcome is weak in that we have to 
enlarge U. We isolate he following observation from the proof of 3.3. 
LEMMA. Assume Hypotheses 2.4. Let 0’ be a umform R-module with 
Ann( U’ ) = P for every non-zero submodule u’ of U. Then H = Hom,(B, U) 
is non-zero and Ann(K) = Q for every non-zero submodule H’ of H. 
Proof. Since B embeds in a free right R/P-module and U is a faithful 
R/P-module, H # 0. Suppose there xists f E H with fI = 0, where I is an 
ideal strictly containing Q. Then f induces a homomorphism f’: B/IB -+ U. 
Ry 3.1, Ps Ann(f(B)), which is impossible unless f = 0. 
3.3. THEOREM. Assume Hypotheses 2.4. Let U be a uniform R-module 
I+ith Ann( U’) = P for every’ non-zero submodule U’ qf U. Let V be a non- 
zero finitely generated submodule of Hom,(B, U). Then Ann( V) = Q and 
there is an essential extension U” of U with UOP = 0, and an exact sequence 
04 U’-+M-+ V+O. 
with M uniform and Ann,w( P) = U”. If U is finitely generated, U” may be 
chosen to be finitely generated. 
Proof. We infer from 3.2 that Ann(V) = Q. Let E= E,,,( U), so that 
E/Ann,(P) = Hom,( B, Ann,(P)) by 2.3. Choose M to be any submodule 
of E with M+ Ann,(P)/Ann,(P) = K 
3.4. We now obtain two existence theorems, 3.5 and 3.8, which are 
parallel to3.3 but which start with the R/Q-module V given, rather than 
the R/P-module U. The authors are indebted to J. T. Stafford for a key 
observation which made it possible toprove the following essential lemma 
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in the correct generality and to K. R. Goodearl for a vast streamlining of
the proof. 
hMhlA. Let S and T be prime Noe:herian rings, and ie: B be an S--T- 
himodule, jinite[v generated und iorsion-free orz each side. Let V be a Jhirri;~ 
gewrared S-tnotlule tiith Ann( v’) = 0 for a/i non-zero s:*bmoduies V’ qf lr, 
Then for eveq’ non-zero submoduie V’ qf’ V, the iwiczgge of the noOmd 
homomorphism 
ProoJ Passing to a matrix ring over SF we may assume that V is cyciic, 
say I’/‘= S//I for some right ideal I, and that v’ is a submodule, say k” = -Q’! 
for some right ideal J, Jz I. Then V@ B z iFIB and the natural image of 
V’ @ B in Y@ B can be identitied with JBiIB. Dote that if i’ is a torsion 
S-module, then V@ B is a torsion T-module by 3.1. 
If J&I5 is not faithful asa right T-module and K is its annihilator, then 
JBKcIB and BKf 0, since B, is faithful. Since ,B is finitely generated 
and torsion-free, it embeds in a free left S-module. Hence there is a 
homomorphism S: ,B + ,S such that f(BK) #O. If L =f(BK), then we 
calculate V’L by noting that JL=,~(JBK)E~(IB) = Y’(B) c P. We con- 
clude that VL = (J/l) L = 0, thus contradicting thefaithfulness of V’. 
35. THEOREM. .4ssume Hypotheses 2.4. Lel V be a fiaire!~, gmera:ed 
R-module with Ann( V’) = Q .for every non-zero sub.modtile k” of V. Thex 
there is a ji’niteiy generated R-module 6’ wi?h Ann( 57’ )= P for ecerl’ no.+ 
zero submoduie U’ of C, atld ai! exact sequence 
ProoJ: We let U, = (V’@ B)/T, where T is the largest submodule of 
I’@ B whose annihilator isgreater than P, and we observe that 3.4 implies 
that LJo # 0. According to 2.3 (or the proof of 3.3) It will s&ice to show 
that Y is isomorphic to a submodule of Hom(B, U,) (which is a subset of 
om(B, Ann,P), where E= E(U,)). This wih give a solution to the 
problem with U an essential extension of U,. To find the embedding of k- 
note that there is a natural map 
F’+ HomjB, V@ B) 
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taking u to ,f,,, where ,f,,(b) = u@ 6. If g,, is the image of f,, in Hom(B, U,) 
and if g, = 0, then f,(B) c T, which means that the image of uR @ B in 
V@ B has annihilator g eater than P. According to 3.4, this implies that 
L’R = 0, so that homomorphism taking uto g, is an embedding as required. 
If V’ is uniform, then we can find a uniform M by a routine subdirect 
product argument. 
3.6. Remark. The following isan immediate corollary of3.5: Let Q and 
P be prime ideals of a Noetherian ring R such that Q s%+ P and R/Q and 
R/P have right Krull dimension 1. Then P is right primitive ifQ is right 
primitive. (More generally, if Q and P are prime ideals of a Noetherian ring 
R such that Q -+ P and R/P is right bounded, then R/Q is right bounded.) 
This prompts us to ask whether ight primitivity s invariant with respect 
to --v). This is clearly true if the ring is ideal invariant [ 19). There is further 
evidence in favour of this possibility from enveloping algebras and from 
group rings [4, 2.9(ii); 3, 5.131 and from the fact hat semiprimitivity is 
invariant under -+ [ 11, 5.2.15-J. 
3.7. In view of [ 11, 8.2.41, the following technical lemma is not needed 
when P and Q belong to a clique with the second layer condition. Itis also 
not needed when R is the enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra, or, more 
generally, an afline algebra of finite GK-dimension [13, 3.16, 5.3, 5.41. 
LEMMA. Assume HJ,potheses 2.4 and also that Q does not strictfv corztain 
P. use ’ to denote images in R/A = R’. If I is a prime ideal of R’ such that 
Q’ -+ I then Z= P’. 
ProoJ: If P# Q then the absence of a link of the form Q’--+ (2’ follows 
from the fact hat Q’P’ = 0 (and Hypotheses 2.4). Suppose, for example, 
that Q’ ----+ Z where Z is neither P’ nor Q’, and that this link is afforded by 
the bimodule B(Q’, I) = Q’ n Z/J. Since B( Q’, I) is a subfactor of Q’ and 
Q’P’= 0, it follows that I properly contains P’. The Schreier refinement 
theorem (applied to the bimodule Q’) implies that a subbimodule of 
B(Q’, I) is isomorphic to a subfactor of either Q’/Q’ n P’ or Q’ n P’. If 
(2’ # P’, then Q’/Q’ n P’ has no subfactors which are torsion-free l ft R’/Q’- 
modules (using Hypotheses 2.4) since it is a left and right orsion-free R/P’- 
module. Since Zproperly contains P’, every subfactor fQ’ n P’ which has 
I as its right annihilator is torsion as a right R/P’-module, and thus, by the 
same argument as in 3.1, must be torsion as a left R/Q’-module. This 
contradiction shows that no link of the form Q’-rv* Z exists. 
3.8. THEOREM. Assume Hypotheses 2.4 and also that Q does not strictly 
contain P. Let V be a simple R-module with Ann(V) = Q. Suppose that V has 
projective dimension one as an Rj(P n Q)-module. Let U be a non-zero 
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homonmphic image qf V @ B. Then U is a f’zithfd torsion R/P-mod&r and 
[here is an exact sequence 
in which U is essential inM am! U= Ann,&Pj. 
ProojY We first note that t’is a torsion R/Q-modufe, since otherwise V
would be projective as an R(Pn Q)-module, contradicting ourhypothesis. 
Suppose 1’2 R/I, so r’@ Bz B/IB. Without loss of generality, we assume 
that .4 = 0. Let U be any non-zero factor of V@ B, so Uz B/K for a right 
ideal K with IB s Kc B. By 3.4, Cl is a torsion ~~~-module. Now 
/K)( P A Q) = B/K # 0, and since R/I is simple, J/K= Ann,:,(P ,q Q )~ 
In the sequence 
O-+ U+I/K+~lB-tO (2 ‘! 
of R/(P n Q)-modules, I/B is projective since R/I has projective d~rne~s~o~ 
one. Thus. (2) splits and we can choose a right ideal L of R such that 
B + L = I and L A B = K. We set M = R/L and we note that we have an 
exact sequence 
O-iU-+M-+ v-40. 
We next note that M(P n Q) = B+ L/L # 0, and since Y is simpie, 
Ann,J P n Q j = U. It also follows that U is essential in M, since otherwise 
.I42 U@ V, which is impossible since M(P n Q) # 0. All that remains is to 
show that Ann( CT) = P, and in doing so we may if necessary eplace U by a 
homomorphic image and so assume that U is simple. Applying 2.1 to the 
resulting exact sequence and noting that MQ ~0, we conclude that 
Q =.+ Arm(U); so 3.7 gives the desired conclusion, 
3.9. Remark. It is possible to prove a variant of 3.8 for a module V of 
projective dimension one over R/Pn Q without assuming that b’ is simple. 
We leave the details tothe interested reader. We prove it only for V simple 
because the proof is simpler and because it is precisely what is needed in 
the next section. We note, however, that it is the only one of our existence 
theorems which can specify the submodule U precisely, since all of the 
others involve an essential extension of some initial U.
4. THE ANNIHILATOR OF A KRULL CRUICAL 
4.1. The definition and basic properties ofthe Kruli dimension (w 
we shall not, in fact, need) may be found in [lOI or [If, Sect. S.Z]. A
module M has Krull dimension 0 if it is Artinian and dimension I if 2 is 
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not Artinian, and all but finitely many factors in any descending chain of 
submodules of M are Artinian. A critical module of Krull dimension c1 has 
dimension c( while all its proper factors have dimension less than ~1. Thus a 
module is O-critical if and only if it is simple. 
It has been a long-standing open question whether the annihilator f
every critical module over a Noetherian ring R is a prime ideal. This is so if 
R is ideal invariant [ 19, Proposition 3.91, but fails in general as we now 
show. 
4.2. THEOREM. There is a Noetherian ring R and a I-critical R-module X 
such that Ann(X) is not prime. 
ProoJ: In [20, 2.2, 2.3 (with C= -2), 2.4, 2.9, and 3.11, Stafford 
constructs a factor ing U of the enveloping algebra of (sl, xsl,) with the 
following properties: U is a subalgebra of the Weyl algebra A2, with a 
unique proper ideal M. The ring U/M is a simple domain (and a 
homomorphic image of U(sZ,)). There is a projective maximal right ideal I
of U with Ann( U/J) = 0 (so U = I+ M). The right (U/M)-module I/IM is 
free of rank 2. 
Since I+ M = U, there is an epimorphism of ( U/M)-modules from Z/IM 
onto U/M, so that the kernel In M/ZM is a projective (U/M)-module. 
Since IJIM has rank 2, the reduced rank of In MJIM must be one; that is, 
In M/IM is a right ideal of U/M. The exact sequence 
therefore shows that (U/I) Or/ M, which is isomorphic to MfIM, is the 
extension of a uniform torsion-free (U/M)-module by a simple faithful 
torsion U-module. By [ 181 U/M has Krull dimension 1, so M n I/ZM is 
l-critical [ 10, 6.11. 
Now let R = U 0 M, so R is a Noetherian ring with multiplication 
(u, m)(u, n) = (uv, UFZ + mu) (~4, UE U; m, n E M), and R has the unique 
minimal prime ideal P = 00 M. Let V be U/I, regarded as a simple 
R-module. Applying Theorem 3.8 with P = Q, we first infer that every 
non-zero homomorphic image of M/ZM is a faithful U-module. Hence, (5) 
cannot split; hat is, M/IM is a essential extension of a l-critical module by 
a simple module. A second application f3.8 shows that there exists an 
essential extension of R-modules 
O+M/ZM+X-tV-,O, 
such that XP# 0. Since X is a l-critical R-module, we have the desired 
example. 
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5 THE FUNDAMENTAL SERIES OF AN INDECOMPOSABLE IMJECTIVE -. 
5.1. As explained in 1.3, the main result of this ection, ;5.6!, provides 
information the factors of the fundamental series of an ~~decom~osab~~ 
injective R-module, where R has the strong second layer co2 
Necessary notation is introduced in L., 3 5.3. and 5.5, 2nd elementasy 
properties ofthe fundamental series are described in 5.4. 
5.2. We fix the folowing data throughout Section 5. Let R be 2 
~oetheria~ ring containing a prime ideal P. Let U be a uniform (right: 
R,/B-module, with Ann( Ii’) = P for every non-zero submoduie U’ of U. Let 
E= ER(U)? the R-injective hull of U. Lei X be the clique of P ( 
Assume that X satisfies thestrong second layer condition (see 2.2) 
X satisfies the incomparability condirion-that is, there do not exist 
with r” 5 Q. (By [ll, 8.2.41, this last condition always holds if R satrsfits 
the strong second layer condition.) 
5.3. Let Y be a set of prime ideals of R. A semiprime ideal 5 of R is 
called Y-semiprime if the prime ideals of R minimal over S all beiong to Y. 
efine X3(P) = R, X,(P) = (I’>, and, for n 3 1, 
X,,+,(P) = \‘Q E Spec(Rj: Q--+ /kx- some 9~ X,,(P)) 
Thus X,,(P) z X for all t? > 0. 
Define also, for each R-module F with Ass(F) = {P)? submodules .Fn of 
F, by setting F0 = 0; and, for n 2 1, letting F,, be the inverse image in F of 
the submodule of F/F,, ~I generated by those elements a~~ih~~ated by an 
assassinator prime of F/F,s ~, . Thus FL = Arm,(P). The sequence IF,!: 
~2 0 j is called the firndamental series of P [II, Sect. 9.11. @or E= E[ L/j, 
we write E,,(U) for E,, for n 3 0. As the next lemma demonstrates, for rings 
with the strong second layer condition the fundamental series (E,,(U): 
17 B 0) is a serviceable generalisation t  non-Artini modules of the Loewy 
series of an indecomposable Artinian injective. If EAss~E(U)/E~_~(~J)~, 
we write E,(Q, U) for {.YEE(U)/E,-~(U): xQ=G~. 
5.4. hafh. Ler R be a Noetherian ring and F fin R-mod& with 
Ass(F) = (P), such that the clique of P satisfies the reslrictiorzs in 5.2. Then 
(ii F= u;==,F,. 
(ii ) For ali n 2 0, 
F n+l = {~EF: Ann(fR< F,,/F,,) isX,,,,-semiprime) 
= {f E l? Ann(fR + FJF,) is A’-semiprime > 
= (f E F: Ann( fR + F,,/F,,) contains an X-semiprime ideal] 
= { f E F: jbr some X-semiprime ideot 1, P + ’ E .kUl( J~~!?) >. 
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(iii) Suppose that F is a submodule of E. Then 
F,,=FnE,,(U) 
.for all 113 0. 
(iv j For all n > 0, 
Proof. (i) It follows by induction on n from the definition that if K is 
any submodule of F then 
K,c_F,,nK (6) 
for all n > 0. If K is finitely generated than K, = K for some II, so (6) 
implies (i). 
(ii) Since Ass(F) = {P} and X is incomparable, (ii) is true for n =O. 
Suppose k 3 0 and (ii) has been proved for IZ = k. Let f E Fk+ z\Fk+ i and 
consider the module I/=fR + F,/F,. By the induction hypothesis 
Ann(Vn(F,+,/F,))=J is X,,, -semiprime, say J= n:= L Qi, Qie X,, 1. 
For 1 d i f 1, let Yj = Ann V( Q) and apply 2.1 to uniform submodules of 
E,( Y,) (the inverse image in E( Y;) of “the second layer” of E( Y,)) to 
deduce that Ann( V/[ I/n (Fk+i/Fk)])=Ann(fR+Fk+,/Fk+,) is Xk+,-semi- 
prime. This proves, for n = k + 1, the four inclusions from left o right 
in (ii). 
Now suppose that CE F\F,+, and cIk + * = 0 for some X-semiprime ideal 
I. Thus clcF,+ i, by the inductive hypothesis. Let I’ be maximal amongst 
X-semiprime ideals with cl’ c Fk + , , say I’=n;=., Pi, with PjtzX, l<j<r. 
For each I= l,..., r, choose 
Apply 2.1 to uniform subfactors of c,R + Fk/Fk to see that 
Ann(clR+Fk+1/Fk+1)=PIEXk+2, lsZl%r. Hence Ann(cR+F,+,/F,+,)=I’, 
I’ is X, + ,-semiprime, and (ii) is proved for n = k + 1. Thus (ii) follows for 
all n by induction. 
(iii) simmediate from (ii). 
(iv) By (ii), assassinator p ime of E,, I(U)/E,2(U) belongs to X, so 
certainly 
E,+ IWVEn(~) = 1 Ann,,dQ). 
If the sum on the right were not direct, we would find a pair Q $ Q’ of 
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assassinator primes of E,, r, (U)/E,,( U)* contradicting the~~~om~a~ab~~~ty cf 
X. Thus (iv) is proved. 
5.5. We continue to assume that R is Noetherian and P a prime ideai of 
R whose clique satisfies thestrong second layer condition and t 
parability condition of 5.2. We assumefi04zer that the sets X,(P) 
~CW al! ,v. This local finiteness of the link graph certainly does not hoid in 
general 121, 4.4; 11, 62.181, but is true of many important classes ofrings. 
In parricuiar, all of these hypotheses hold if R is the group ring of a 
poiycyciic-by-finite group over a commutative Noetherian coefficieffpt rin;g
[?, 6.4 and 4ast paragraph of Sec. I], or if R is the enveloping algebra of a 
solvable Lie algebra of finite dimension over @ [I;, 2.9]. 
P.I. rings even stronger esults hold [Is] which we shall 
i:i 5.1 I. 
To state the duality results we need to introduce further terqinolog:- 
iaddicg to that of 5.3). For 12 1, set 
and 
For n? 1, Bet 
Since S, = P, it is clear that I,P c J;,. For B 3 2. ilzr J,,/& be :kle torsions 
submodule of I,,,‘&, as a right R,/P-module. We %er, for ~2 i, 
When P is not in question we may just write B., for B,J P). For n > 1, set 
Tt,, = i-Ann(B,). 
To look at one prime at a time, we need another bimodu!e. For every Q E 
Ass(B,,(Y)): we let 
The reader should note that B,(Q, P) is the strongest link bimodule 
B(Q, P) in;reduced in 1.2. 
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condition qf5.2, and the local finiteness condition f5.5. Let U be a uniform 
right RIP-module, all of bvhose non-zero submodules have annihilator P. Let 
n be a non-negative integer. Then 
(i) E,+,(U)IE,(U)~HO~,~,(B,, E,(U)). 
(ii) E,,+ LfQ, U) z HomRl,(B,(Q, PI, E,(W). 
(iii) B,, is a torsion-free left R/T,,-module. 
(iv) AnnWn+l(WE,(U))= T,,. 
(v) T,, is X,, +,(P)-semiprime. 
5.7 Proof. (i) We begin by proving, by induction on n, that, for all 
n >, 0, 
E,,(U) = Ann.(z,J. (7) 
This is trivially true for n = 0, so suppose that n 3 1 and that (7) is true for 
n - 1. By definition ofE,(U) and I, E,J U)I,z = 0. On the other hand, if 
eEE and eI,>=O, then e(S,,nS,+,)I,~~~,=O, so e(S,~n~S,+,)cE,I_,(U), 
by the induction hypothesis. By 5.4(ii), e E E,,(U). Thus (7) is proved. Again 
using 5.4 (ii), 
E,(U)=Ann,(J:,_,). (8) 
By 2.3, (7), and (S), 
Et,+ I(WL(U)~ HomRU,l-Cz, E,(U)). 
Since J,,/JI, is a Noetherian bimodule which is right torsion as (R/P)- 
module, r-Ann(J,,jJ,) GJ P [l I, 51.11. But every non-zero submodule of 
E,(U) = E,/,(U) has annihilator P and so every homomorphism from I,,/& 
to E,(U) contains J,,/JI, in its kernel. Thus 
E,+ l(W-%(U) 2 Hom.U,JJ,, E,(U)). 
(iv) The right R/P-module B, is torsion-free, while E,(U) is R/P- 
injective. It follows easily that the intersection of the kernels of the 
homomorphisms from B,l to E,(U) is zero. Thus 
Ann(Hom,;.,(B,,, E (U)) = I-Ann(B,) = T, 
and (iv) follows from (i). 
(v) This is immediate from (iv) and 5.4. 
(iii) Suppose this is false and let V/J, be the torsion submodule. Then 
V/J,, is a torsion-free ight R/P-module and by replacing V by a smaller 
ideal if necessary, we can assume that l-Ann( V/J,,) isa prime ideal L of R 
which is not minimal over T,. In view of (i) and the incomparability of X
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we conciude that L #X. But this contradicts the fact hat X is closed under 
ideal inks [I 1, 82.41 and so (iii) sproved. 
(ii) In view of (i) and the fact hat E,(U) is R,‘P-injective, it is enough IO 
show that iffe HomR,p(Bn, E,(U)) and SQ = 0, then f is determined by its 
effect on B,,(Q, P). To this end, suppose that S is as above and thaz 
f(B,(Q, P)) = 0. Let D = B,(P)/B,(Q, P). By i iii) and iv), I? is a torsic 
free left R/T,-module with r-Ann,(Q)=& Hence, D/QD is torsion as a 
right R/P-module, so r-Ann(D/QD) 2 P. Since f induces an element oi 
Holn.:,(Di’QD, E,(V)), and Ass(E,(V)) = [Pi, we deduce that ]I= 6, as 
required. 
5.8. COROLLARY. IL in Theorem 5.6, V is a torsionfiee R/P-modde, 
then E II + ,i V),‘E,,(. V) is a torsion-free irzjecfir’e R/T,,-modde. 
Proof: Let F be the simple Artinian quotient ring of R;‘?. Set D, = 
?f,,:J,,;@ R p F:thus D, is the right R/P-injective hull of Lf,. By 5.6(i), 
E,,+,iC’):‘~,~((,‘)~Hom.,.i0,,, E,(U)). is) 
Viewing D, as a left R/T,-module. it follows from 5.6 (iii) and (v) that it is 
torsion-free and so divisible; and hence it is injective. It is now clear from 
(91 that E,,+,(W;‘E,,(Cr) IS a torsion-free R/T,,,-modme. Since R!T,! is a 
semiprime Noetherian ring, D,, is a flat left R/T,,-module. Let A be a right 
R;T,,-module. By [7, Vf.5.1 I2
Exl: R, _,(.4, Hom(D,,, E,( 73)) 2 HomjTorP rn+l(A, D 2)I E,! L’)j 
and the righthand side is zero. This proves the result in view of (9). 
5.9. CBR~LLARY. In the notation of 56, 
E,,,,ICj)IE,(V)rC”E,,+i(Q, V). 
dere the sum is over the primes Q minimul ouer T,,, with each summand 
En+l (Q, t:) non-zero. That is, the primes that appear as assassi~lator primes 
ir; the (.c + 1 )st lal:er of the indecomposable itljectire E( U) depend only 0.x I~C 
prime P. and not on the module CT 
Proqf The directness ofthe sum is given by 5.4 (iii) and the nature of 
the summands by 5.6. For a minimal prime Q over T,,, , B,( 
non-zero torsion-free ight R/P-module. Since E,(U) is an injective R/P- 
module, E,+I(Q, V) is non-zero by 5.6 (ii). 
5.10. The above invariance, though particulariy easy to state using the 
earlier duality result, can be proved even if the local finiteness hypothesis 
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omitted. This was pointed out by A. V. Jategaonkar. To state it, let us 
introduce one more piece of terminology, setting, for n > 0, 
THEOREM. Let R be a Noetherian ring and let P be a prime ideal of R 
whose clique X satisfies the strong second layer condition a d the incom- 
parability condition f5.2. Let U and V be uniform R/P-modules all of whose 
non-zero submodules haue P as annihilator. Then, for n >/ 0, 
~‘,+I(~)= f+‘,,+,(V). 
Proof: Fix tz 30 and let Q E W,, r(U). Choose eE E,, r( Uj with 
Ann(eR + E,z( U),/E,( U)) = Q. The submodule M := eR of E = E( U) is 
anihilated by the (n + l)st power I of an X-semiprime ideal, and M, + r/M,, 
has Q as one of its assassinator primes. Set R = RJI and let 0 and P be U 
and V viewed as R-modules. Since X is incomparable, P has a finite clique 
and so W .+r(O)= W,+,(P) by 5.9. Thus QE W,I+I(B), so QE W,,+,(V). 
Hence W,, +1( U) c WE + r( V) and by symmetry the reverse inclusion also 
holds. 
5.11. In the light of 5.10 it makes sense to replace the notation W,(U), 
introduced above, by W,(P), for all t 3 1; we shall do this henceforth. By 
definition, W,(P)=X,(P)= {Pl and-as remarked in 2.2~[ll, 6.1.61 
shows that WJP) = X1( P); but in general, of course, W,(P) is strictly 
contained in X,( P)--for example, if K is a field, R = K[X]/(X’) and 
P=(X)/<X*), then d= W,(P) s X,(P)= (P> for all t23. The 
relationship between the sets W,(P) and X,(P), the nature of the sequences 
(1 W,,(P)\ : n= 1, 2, . ..} and ((X,(P)( : II = 1, 2, . ..}. and similar related mat- 
ters await investigation, both for specific classes of rings and in general. If
1 X,( P)j < x8 for all t then so is W,(P); this is the case if R is the group ring 
of a polycyclic-by-finite group over a commutative Noetherian coefficient 
ring [3, 6.4 and last paragraph of Sect. 11, or if R is the enveloping algebra 
of a solvable Lie algebra of finite dimension over C [4, 2.9 (ii)]. Moreover, 
if R is a Noetherian P.I. ring, Muller has shown that U F= I W,(P) is finite 
[ 151 and the proof extends to so-called ‘“centrally separated” rings [ 11, 
9.3.6 (a)]. This is despite the fact hat in general U,“= IX,(P) is infinite for 
these rings, perhaps the simplest such example being R=C[x, y: 
yx = x( )’ + l), x2 = 01. However, in the opposite direction, Stafford has 
constructed a Noetherian ring R with the strong second layer condition 
having a prime ideal P for which W,(P) = X,(P) is infinite [21, 4.4; 11, 
6.2.181. One would of course expect that appropriate smoothness con- 
ditions might imply that Wr = X, for all t. 
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5.11. The narure und rank of rhe homogensxws com~one~t.~. Letus ci;n- 
tinue to assume that the ring R is Noetherian, that whatever cliques arise 
satisfy the strong second layer condition, and that the i~comparab~~~ty con- 
dition of 5.2 holds. Aside from the question of the finiteness of the number 
of primes U-I w,. there are also some natural questions concerning the 
SCructure of the components E,,(Q, I/). The first of these is whether 
Ed&, % need have finite uniform rank. The existence ofpairs G c F cl 
division rings with F a finite dimensionai D-vector space on one side only- 
established by Cohn [S], means that E-;,(Q. U) can have inhire rank e-m: 
when R is Artinian [17; 11, 6.3.15]. One would hope, nevertheless, thai 
these ranks are finite in “everyday circumstances,” and even (with rn$c5 
less confidence) that if V is a second uniform R-moduie all of whose non 
zero submoduies have annihilator P then E,,(Q. U) and Ejz(Q, S-) have the 
same rank. ‘Jbre shah see in Section 6 that this confidence isjustified when 2 
is polynormal. Using the duality theorem 5.6 (ii) and making obvious 
adjustments othe arguments of [ll, Sect. 6.31, a formula can be found fo: 
the rank of E,,(Q, 6’); but unfortunately this eems to be difficult to ap,ply 
rn practrce. 
A second question concerns whether E,,(Q, C’) is torsion, torsion-free., oz 
y 5.8, we know that if d: is torsion-free, th nE,,(@ 5) is agair 
torsion-free and injective. On the other hand, if y Ir is torel as an R;:O- _ 
module then it does not follow that E,(Q, d:) is forsion, aswas shown by 
Goodearl and Schofield [9]. As with the first question, evertheless, one
expects uch examples to be the exception rather than the rule. Once again. 
polynormai rings are well behaved in this regard, as we show in Section 6. 
We summarise in the next theorem what is known at present on tirese 
questions for the case of group rings. 
Pruc$ Note first that R satisfies thestrong second iayer condition, by
[i 2, A.4.6] for example, and therefore the incompa.rab~~ity condition of 5.2 
by [II, 8.2.41. By [3, 6.41, the graph of Pinks of R satisfies theloca! 
finiteness condition of 5.5. Part (i) follows from [3, 7.2 and t 
paragraph of Sect. 11, and (ii) follows from (i) and [II, 6.3.141. 
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6. POLYNORMAL RINGS 
6.1. Recall that a ring R is polynormaf if it is Noetherian and for every 
pair of distinct ideals I and J, with Ic J, there is an element a, a E .J\I, such 
that aR + I= Ra + I. The most important examples of polynormal rings are 
the enveloping algebras of finite dimensional solvable Lie algebras over 
algebraically closed fields ofcharacteristic zero(a result of McConnell [ 11, 
A.3.4 (a)]). A polynormal ring satisfies thestrong second layer condition 
[ 11, 8.1.71 and hence the incomparability condition of 5.2 [ 11, 8.241. It 
also satisfies thelocal finiteness condition of 5.5 [4; 11, 8.1.81. For such a 
ring, we now continue the study of an indecomposable injective E(U) with 
assassinator P, and the homogeneous components E,,(Q, U) of its layers, 
begun in Section 5. But we start with a lemma which does not require that 
R be polynormal. 
LEMMA. Suppose that R is a Noetherian ring and P a prime ideal of R, 
such that R and P satisL$ the hypotheses of Theorem 5.6. Suppose further 
that Q E W,,(P) and that B,(Q, P) contains a chain of bimodules 
o=c,cc,c . . . c C,, = B,( Q, P) 
such that CiJCi- ,is projective as a left RjQ-module for all those ifor which 
CJC,_ 1 is Ieft torsion-free. Then E,,( 0; (2) is an injective R/Q-module, 
isomorphic tothe direct sum @y=, Hom,(CJC,- 1, E,(U)), where the non- 
zero summands are those for which CiJCi- ,is projective. 
Proof. If Ci/Ci-, is left orsion, its left annihilator strictly contains Q. 
Therefore by 3.1 its right annihilator strictly contains P and so 
Hom.((Ci/Ci-l), E (U)) =O. If, or the other hand, Ci/Ci-, is left projec- 
tive as an R/Q-module, Hom.((Cj/Cim-,), E,(U)) is an injective R/Q- 
module. To see this, we use [7, X5.11 to show for any right R/Q-module 
A that 
ExtX,,(A, HomJ(Ci/‘Ci- I), Et(U)))2 Hom.(TorP’Q(A, CJCi-,), E,(U)) 
=o (10) 
as required. An obvious induction argument now completes the proof of 
the lemma, noting that 
Hom(C,,, E,(U))zHom(C,-,, E,(W)OHom(C,lC, -I, E,(U)), 
since Hom(C,, JC, _ I, E,( U)) is injective. 
6.2. Of course, Lemma 6.1 can be applied when R/Q is a hereditary 
ring, but our main application fit is to polynormal rings. Recall that if S 
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and H are rings, 0: PI+ S is a ring isomorphism, and M is a right 
S-module, then there is an induced H-module 44” defined by taking M 
as she underlying Abelian group and setting m .h to be nro(h), for ah 
112 EM. 11 Ew. 
Then there ure isomorphisms CT,, . . . . cF efronz R/Q ,+o R,'P ,t,ith 
E,( iJ, Q) = E,( Cr)C1 @ . . . 0 E,( ?W”. 
In particular, E ( U, Q) is an injective R/Q-module qf un$crm dimension :r. 
63. Prooj: Since R is polynormal, there is a chain of bimodules 
0 = c, c c, c . . . c c, = B,(Q, Pi, (l’i) 
where C,,lC,_, = R.T,= .fiR with Xi the image of an element xi of R, 
I ,< i 6 m. Clearly the number of factors in ( 11) which are left orsion-free. 
and hence free, over R/Q is B3 where p = u-dim( ..,B,(Q, P))/u-dim 
For each of these ,LI free factors, define an isomorphism ~~ from 
,:P by 
- 
TX; = sla,(r), 
(r E R), where F denotes the image of r in R,lQ or R/P. Note that the 
existence ofthese isomorphisms implies that R/Q 2 R/P, SO that ,$ = pi Hf 
C,:!C, ~~, is a free factor, then 
Hom,(Cj/CjP,. E,(d’))z E,(Z;‘)“‘, 
so the result follows from Lemma 6.1. 
6.4. COROLLARY. Let R be a pol~xormal rivlg, P n prime ideal of R, and 
CT a uniform R-module such that for euery non-zero submoduie Il’ of U, P= 
Ann( [if). Therz the un$orm dimensions of the lajfers E,( LI)/E, ~ ,( I;‘) are jkiite 
.for nil t > 1: and depend onl~l on t and P, and got OK U. 
4.5. Remarks. (i) The independence of the numbers /i(r, Q Pj from the 
clhoice of Li is presumably not valid for all rings with the strong second 
layer condition, although we have at present no example of this. 
(ii) If R is not polynormal, the module E,(U, Q) is-presumably--in 
general not an injective R/Q-module. One possible mechanism for con- 
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strutting such examples is as follows. Let S be a simple Noetherian ring 
possessing a Noetherian bimodule A such that ,sA is not projective and let 
so Spec(R) = (P, Q: and R has the strong second layer condition. 
Moreover, Q -.--+ P (i.e. Q E IVz( P)) and 
= WQ, 0 
Let X be a right R/Q-module with Tori(X, A) #O. Let U be a finitely 
generated uniform right S-module occurring as a subfactor fTori(X, A). 
The isomorphism (10) of 6.1 shows that E,( U, Q) is not an injective R/Q- 
module, where U is the uniform (R/P)-module (0, U). 
It would be very interesting to have examples of such bimodules A. 
(iii) Suppose g is a solvable Lie algebra of finite dimension over C and 
R is the enveloping algebra of g. Then the ci of 6.2 are automorphisms of 
R, namely winding automorphisms T~ r where rl(x) = .Y + A(X) and 1 E g* is 
a member of the subgroup generated by the Jordan-Holder values of g. 
The particular i occurring here depend on the choice of P and Q; for 
details, ee [4, 2.91. More detailed results on the structure of injective 
indecomposable over these nveloping algebras will appear in [6], together 
with a discussion fapplications to the representation theory of solvable 
Lie groups. 
(iv) Although R= U(g) is not in general polynormal when g is a 
solvable Lie algebra over a field k of characteristic 0 which is not 
algebraically c osed [ 11, A.3.81, an analogue of 6.2 can still be salvaged 
here; for, letting K denote the algebraic closure of k, and letting E = E(U) 
be the R-injective hull of a uniform module U, R 0 K= U(g @ K) and 
E@, K is an (R Ok K)-essential extension of U @ K [ 16, Lemma 5.11, so 
E@KsE ROK( Cl@ K). It is not hard to see that the layers of E are well 
behaved under such a field extension. We leave the formulation fdetailed 
results othe interested reader. 
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